Despite the efficient solutions in pornography detection literature, specific solutions for sensitive content in cartoons have not been developed yet. In this work, we evaluate how state-of-the-art solutions for natural videos (with humans) perform in cartoons. Also, we propose a new method with higher accuracy, showing that treating cartoons independently can improve sensitive content filtering.
Introduction
Children that have grown up with technology, the socalled "digital natives", spend most of their recreation time on the internet, commonly watching cartoons. According to the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), children and teenagers represent (in 2016) one in three users on the internet [1]. Also, another study showed that 30% of all content on the web is pornographic [2] , making it easy for kids to watch porn cartoons accidentally. Although we have vast literature in pornography detection, the solutions are all focused on videos with humans (natural videos). As far as we know, there is no research related to cartoons and sensitive content (inappropriate for children). In this project, we first evaluate a convolutional neural network (CNN) trained by a recent work that achieved 97.9% of accuracy in detecting porn in natural videos [3] , and we compare its performance with a CNN explicitly trained for cartoons.
Results and Discussion
As a first to explore the sensitive cartoons problem, we built a database with 544 non-porn cartoons and 195 porn cartoons. Inspired by the methodology proposed by Perez et al. [3] , we extracted static information (i.e., raw frames) and motion information (i.e., optical flows) from the dataset. As shown in Figure 1 , we fed these information to a CNN that works as a feature extractor. The extracted features are then pooled, forming a description for each video. A Support Vector Machine classifier outputs the probability that a video is porn (i.e., 1 for porn and 0 for non-porn) for each type of information (raw frames and optical flows). Also, that information can be combined in a process called Late Fusion. As a preliminary experiment, we first extracted the features using the CNN of Perez et al. [3] , specialized in detecting pornography in natural videos. The results are showed in Table 1 . Next, we trained the model with our porn cartoons, initializating the CNN with the porn classifier weights. The final classification with the new feature extractor achieved scores even higher than the ones present in pornography classification literature (Table 2) . 
Conclusions
Our results with frames are already competitive with stateof-the-art solutions. Besides, the combined use of static and motion information proved to be superior to state-ofthe-art solutions in pornography classification. As future work, we intend to make a real-time filtering application for mobile platforms.
